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Letter from the Head,
Corporate Social Responsibility
As we move into the fifth year of implementation, our resolve and
commitment towards sustainability becomes stronger. We want to
ensure all our stakeholders that “we care!” We care about the
environment, we care about the communities around us, and most
of all, we care about being responsible and accountable to all of
them.
Every year, we are increasing our outreach, bringing more area and
families under our programs to expand circle of positive influence.
We always strive for bigger impacts than just money can bring.
We hope at least that we should have twice the returns on our
investment in social activities. Leading from the front, creating
common understanding on the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
philosophy amongst my own team and the larger Suzlon Family is my
primary responsibility as a Head of Suzlon Foundation.
A clear logic – linking CSR with business interests, a committed and
competent team, steadfast partners, supportive Suzlon
management and responsive communities have made a range of
demonstrable outcomes possible. Being recognized for our work in
2009-10, by the Financial Times and EVI as “Green Business Leader”
and by Bombay Chamber of Commerce – 175 year old business
federation, for significant contribution to “Social Development” has
certainly been very encouraging.
We are fully geared to further integrate sustainability perspective
across all business units and engage key stakeholders in sharing CSR
responsibility.

Looking forward to your feedback and suggestions on this annual
report.
Yours sincerely,

Seemantinee Khot
Head, Corporate Social Responsibility
Suzlon Group, One Earth, Opp. Magarpatta, Hadapsar,
Pune 411 028, India
Mobile : +91.9503003089
www.suzlonfoundation.org
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Report background and boundary
This is our second sustainability report. The first report was
published for the year 2009-10. This annual report covers the
activities conducted during the period April 2010 to March 2011. Our
emphasis has always been on offsetting the negative impacts of the
business and promoting sustainability. Suzlon Group’s vision of
“Powering a greener tomorrow” helps us in reaching out to our
business units to bring transformation in business practices to make
them more responsible.
Suzlon Foundation’s responsibility begins with transforming the
business policies and practices from sustainability perspective. The
most challenging task in evolving business practices to higher levels
of eco friendly and ethical standards – is changing mindsets of the
huge number of employees towards becoming responsible civil
society members. Our philosophy is that it is the people that make
the organization, and responsible and ethical people are bound to
make responsible and ethical organization.
The report boundary, however, is limited to Suzlon Foundation’s
programs, projects and activities. It does not encompass the Suzlon
Group’s business.
Suzlon Foundation being not-for-profit Company involved in
developmental activities, most of the indicators laid out in the G3
guidelines are not materially applicable. This is a self-declared “C”
level report as per the GRI G3 guidelines. Suzlon Foundation is a new
company and has started its activities only at the end of year 200708. It is our intention to strengthen our foundations first and then
gradually progress towards higher level of reporting.
Like last year, the report is a combination of relevant indicators
provided in G3 guidelines and the NGO supplement. As Suzlon
Foundation is neither involved in any manufacturing processes and
nor can be conventionally included in service sector, most of the
indicators do not apply to us. Suzlon Foundation partners with
different govt, non-govt agencies, educational and other private
institutions for the purpose of implementation of CSR programs.

There have been no significant changes in the structure or operations
of the Foundation; neither are there any restatements with regard to
the previous report.
Suzlon Foundation received CSR award for “Social Development” for
2010 from Bombay Chamber of Commerce.
For the purpose of this report, the contact email id and phone
numbers are as given under: csr@suzlon.com
Our Address :
Suzlon Foundation, '0' Level, Left Wing
Sun Building, Suzlon One Earth, Opp. Magapatta City,
Hadapsar, Pune 411 028, Maharashtra, India
Ph. : +91.20.67022065 / 67022086
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
Suzlon Foundation was set up in December 2007 as a Section 25
Company to take care of CSR activities of the Group. Head Quartered
in Pune, Suzlon Foundation is mandated to drive CSR and become a
leader in spreading the message of sustainability in the corporate
world and other forums. We believe any business – even the wind
energy business which is considered non-polluting – has some
negative impacts. Suzlon Foundation’s first priority is to offset these
negative impacts.
Enhancing five capitals – natural, financial, social, human and
physical – through stakeholder engagement is the most important
aspect of our programs. Forming meaningful partnerships to
empower the communities and sustain the CSR initiatives beyond
the project period is the main approach in implementing the
programs. Engage, empower and sustain are the three pillars on
which the Foundation’s CSR is based.
We give very high importance to transparent and inclusive
governance practices. We have developed robust monitoring and
evaluation procedures to measure our impacts. We believe in being
professional in implementation of CSR activities. We have a balance
score card just like any other business function and report to the
senior management on our performance.
Suzlon Foundation works in the states and locations where Suzlon
Companies have their operations. These are – Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala and
union territories of Daman and Pondicherry in India.

CSR Mission
“Corporate Social Responsibility at Suzlon means living
corporate values with the goal of:
?
Having minimal impact on the natural environment
?
Enabling local communities to develop their potential
?
Empowering employees to be responsible civil society

members
?
Committing ourselves to ethical business practices

that are fair to all the stakeholders
So that we can collectively contribute towards creating a
better world for all”
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
At Suzlon Foundation, we set a very high store by stakeholder
engagement. Our important stakeholders and frequency of
engagement:

Govt and its agencies (Line departments, local Panchayats,
etc.) (once in six months during review)
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In the year 2010-11 we started an innovative project of multistakeholder study of all our projects which will continue through the
next year. In the year under reporting, we have completed the study
of 10 projects. This analysis will certainly help us to make our
engagement with our stakeholders more meaningful and help us
improve our programs to make them sustainable.

l Part

We continually engage with all our stakeholders and also involve
them in our review processes. We have set up a mechanism through
our standard operating procedures, for regular interaction with the
stakeholders. In fact, we have included the stakeholder engagement
in our Key Result Areas in our Performance Appraisal System.

loba

One might wonder why we have listed Suzlon Group of Companies,
its management and employees as our stakeholders since the report
is limited to the activities conducted only by Suzon Foundation. This
is for two reasons – one is that Suzlon Group of Companies are the
donors of funds to Suzlon Foundation and the other is that Suzlon
Foundation considers it as its mandate to engage all the employees
and involve them in socially responsible activities. Thus, they are at
once our partners and our customers.
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Partner non-govt. organizations (NGOs) (Monthly meetings
and six monthly reviews)
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Neighbourhood communities (once in a quarter through field
visits)
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Suzlon Foundation and Suzlon Group of Companies’
management and employees (once in six months during
review)
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Sustainability Framework of CSR

MDG2 :
Achieve universal Primary Education
MDG3 :
Promote gender inequality & empower women

Labor & Human Rights

The Sustainability framework above shows that how our programs
enhance five capitals, contribute to millennium development goals
and fit automatically into GRI subset. We have programs for natural
resource management, creating alternative livelihood
opportunities, improve sanitation, hygiene and health, improving
quality of primary education, empowering communities by forming
community based organizations and improving basic civic
infrastructure in needy areas.

We treasure the smiles our efforts invoke
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RESPONSIVE PROGRAMS
FIVE CAPITALS:

Financial capital : Savings, credit, assets
Natural capital

: Water, land, air, fauna, flora and like

Social capital

: Networks and social institutions

Human capital

: Skills, knowledge and health

Physical capital

: Roads, transportation, water sources, electricity
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Financial Capital
Increased income to 71,443 families
Improving the productive assets and income levels of the local
communities is considered as a core responsibility by Suzlon
Foundation. Rainfed agriculture and livestock are the main sources
of livelihood for the majority of the communities around the wind
farms, hence CSR has promoted a holistic approach to livelihood
“Integrated Agriculture Based Livelihood Program”. IABLP is being
implemented in 5 states in almost all the wind farm neighbourhoods.
80,000 animals receive round-the-year preventive health care and
other livestock management inputs to livestock keepers through

regular animal health camps. In Rajasthan our study has reported
15% reduction in livestock mortality. In MP checkdams brought 100
acres land under crops, in Maharashtra and Gujarat farmers reported
increased production due to water availability. Approx 400 acres of
land is now yielding fodder providing nutrition to livestock. The SHG
members have saved Rs. 1.95 crores and accessed credit of over Rs. 3
crores of which nearly 60% is used for agriculture and livestock
purposes. This is leading to increased incomes to 71,443 families.

Animal Health Camps in Rajasthan & Tamil Nadu
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Soybean under wind turbine, M.P.

Fodder developed in Brakheda, M.P.

System Rice Intensification, Vadodara, Gujarat

Revival of traditional craft, Kutch, Gujarat
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Natural Capital
Conservation measures on 1642 ha land, 25.33 lakh cum water harvested,
2.33 lakh trees planted during 2010-11
As responsible custodian of land, Suzlon’s CSR promotes Natural Resource Management (NRM) projects such as rainwater harvesting, fodder
development, tree plantation. In 2010-11, NRM projects were undertaken on 1,642 hectares of land across 5 major states where Suzlon has
wind farms. These projects are undertaken in partnership with CBOs and technical guidance of specilized NGOs. The returns from these
projects include increased water and fodder availability, hectare land brought under cultivation, increased crop production. It is heartening to
report that in 2010-11, 25,33,851 cum of water could be conserved and 2,33,226 trees could be added to the 8 lakhs planted in previous years.

Awareness rally on plantation
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Women watering the vermi compost pit

Celebration of Green Week Environment Awareness Session for school students

Innovative tree guard in Rajasthan
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Social Capital
2029 Community based organizations formed and 20,106 community members empowered
Suzlon’s CSR is based on the premise that unless communities are aware and organized, businesses will not be secure in the long run. Suzlon's
CSR operations are designed in consultation with community based organizations (CBOs). In 2011-12, Suzlon Foundation worked with 2,029
such CBOs on various developmental activities. These include 1746 Self Help Groups (SHG) and 283 Village Development Committees, user
groups and producer cooperatives etc. The Foundation invests considerable time and effort in strengthening CBOs, so that they are inclusive
and democratic. Every neighborhood village of Suzlon today has atleast one vibrant forum of locals, committed to village development. There
are 20,106 aware community members who lead the development initiatives, and half of them are women.

Celebration of International Women's Day, Vadodara
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Farmers' exposure visit

Exposure of Self-help group women to Dwarka

Farmers' ready to donate labour to de-silt the Nadi

Building harmony - Women playing games
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Human Capital
51,500 students in 471 schools had better learning opportunities through our inputs
85,569 individuals benefitted through our community health programs
Suzlon Foundation’s efforts to contribute to education reached out to 51,500 students over 800 villages through 471 schools; these included
teachers’ trainings, introducing basic technologies in school, providing teaching aids, setting up/stocking libraries and upgrading school
infrastructure to provide qualitative environment for primary education. Increasing employability of local youth is a high priority of Suzlon
Foundation, as the wind farms do not have the potential to fulfil expectations of jobs to local communities. Currently 1960 students in
Maharashtra are receiving technical education in schools and in Gujarat 1770 students are benefitting from environmental education and life
skills. The Community Health programs benefitted over 85,569 individuals from preventive health care, such as better hygiene and sanitation
facilities, solid waste management, awareness about communicable diseases and vaccination. Suzlon Foundation believes that a pool of
healthy and skilled people is required for a sustainable economy and will continue to reach out to more population by converging with
government programs and through creating a cadre of village health workers. Suzlon’s Community Outreach program, reached out to 61,856
patients, 19 doctors and 20 mobile clinics in 2011-12; which has helped resource poor families save health care cost of upto Rs. 92,78,400/-

Scientific toy making workshop for teachers
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Soft support to school

TB Club meeting

Global Hand Washing Day with anganwadi teachers

Eye Camp
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Physical Capital
40,556 families benefiting from improved basic civic amenities
Civic amenities and services help improve efficiency of people. Most of the wind-farm neighbourhood villages lack basic infrastructure for
sanitation, drinking water and electricity. Hence Suzlon Foundation has supported 846 remote villages in reviving drinking water sources
providing solar electricity and improving sanitation. 143 drinking water sources have either been revived or generated. 1017 units of sanitary
blocks and soak pits to improve sanitation have been built through project support. 978 households now have solar electricity improving their
standard of living. 50 commodity stores have been set up for easy and cheaper access to necessities. 17 computer and library centres are
helping improve knowledge base of 1000 families. Basic infrastructure of 11 schools has been improved facilitating better learning
atmosphere for the students.

Improved school infrastructure
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Revival of traditional drinking water source

Distribution of Solar Lanterns

Distribution of drums to store grains

Adding colour to the lives of thousands across the country even
these blind children
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TRANSFORMATIVE PROGRAMS
Transformative CSR forms a significant part of our programs. We encourage employees to get involved in CSR activities. Employees have
participated whole-heartedly in many such programs in various states.
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Most important part of transformative CSR is to change the business practices so that they are more responsible and sensitive to stakeholders.
2010-11 focused on integrating the CSR perspective in land procurement and infrastructure development. CSR teams are now involved in
facilitating multi-stakeholder meetings prior to wind turbine erections. CSR projects are planned in consultation with the concerned
communities.

Street theatre on environment at One Earth, Corporate Office, Pune

Spoken English for contract staff

Initiative on prevention of domestic violence
with housekeeping staff
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Employees participate in creating awareness
at Ganapati imersion

Employees in river cleaning session

Employees get ready to clean the coast

Employees distribute sweets to complimentary school
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Suzlon participants of Pune International Marathon to support HIV
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In a blood donation drive which is held on 2nd February every year, 2777 bottles of blood were
collected across all locations and donated to various blood banks

Sowing seeds of prosperity for the future of India
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PROACTIVE PROGRAMS
Foundation is not directly at risk due to climate change, as it is not in
manufacturing or industrial sector. However, due to the cascading
effects in the manufacturing sector, its finances may be affected as it
is dependent on the funding given to it by Suzlon Group of
Companies. Though Suzlon Energy Ltd, the parent company of the
group is in renewable energy sector, its own manufacturing process is
just like any other industrial product. Thus, for the parent company,
Climate Change poses both – risk and opportunities. There may be
greater demand for renewable energy due to the awareness about
global warming, but at the same time demand may get affected by
the risks to industry as the customer base is other industrial
corporations.

A unique campaign was supported by the foundation this year. In a
mass campaign of 100,000 trees planted on a single day, 35,000 trees
were planted by differently-abled individuals. This was done within
one hour across 425 locations in Tirunelvelli [the information is sent
to the Guinness Book of World Records]. Suzlon Foundation also
partnered with three Academic Institutions for Carbon Footprint
offsetting. Additionally, we had five international interns from
Sweden, Belgium and Dubai over the year to promote youth
development, international peace and cultural diversity.
International Interns with Foundation team members

To Suzlon Foundation, Climate Change presents many opportunities
to create awareness and take up initiatives in prevention and
response.
In 2010-11 we supported a network of Climate Change Combating in
South India. It consists of over 50 NGOs which have networked to
take concrete actions to help vulnerable sections of society cope
better with climate changes. The best practices discussed will be
superimposed in Suzlon Foundation’s current CSR projects. A very
important International Conference on Climate Change was
organized in Pune, in which Suzlon Foundation was a co-sponsor.

Convention on Climate change

Safety training at Daman
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GOVERNANCE AND OPERATIONS
Suzlon Foundation gives high importance to accountability and
transparency. In order to engage and consult key stakeholders, the
Foundation carries six-monthly 360 degree assessment of 100%
partner projects. The scores given by different stakeholders for four
crucial aspects which are relevance, adequacy, efficiency and
sustainability are as below.

Relevance
82.45

Sustainability

73.24

74.04

74.46

Efficiency

Adequacy

As can be seen, there is very small difference in the rating given to
different parameters. Relevance is higher than the rest. There is no
doubt at all in the minds of different stakeholders about the
relevance of the programs undertaken. As we strengthen our
program delivery, we will strive to further the rating of the other
parameters to bring them at par with relevance. This review is part of
our elaborate M&E process. Our programs are flexible enough to
accommodate the decisions and improvisations due to dynamic
situations. They also have inherent component of gender as
empowerment of communities is within our mission statement.
Though we do regularly engage with national / international level
peers of CSR, we do not actively get into advocacy. However, there
are various forums on which the Suzlon Foundation Head voices her
opinions on land acquisition related issues. Suzlon Foundation
considers that changing the land purchase policy at Suzlon is one of
the most important transformative initiatives to take.
We consider Suzlon’s top management and employees as our
customers as one of our responsibilities is also to build rapport with
the communities so that the business can be run smoothly and the
incidences of friction with the community go down. We have a
stakeholder survey, through which we assess the feedback on
satisfaction level with our programs.
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We have a very elaborate process of stakeholder mapping. Our
programs begin with the group that is mostly affected by Suzlon
Group’s business operations and then expand to encompass other
needy groups in the communities. The adequacy part in our review
rating considers both – whether the outreach is enough to bring the
desired impact and whether all the needy within the project areas
have been reached out to.

As we have a very small team, we have not categorized them
according to minority groups or applied other diversity indicators.
However, it is a very gratifying fact that senior management of Suzlon
Foundation consists entirely of females.

Our team is indeed our driving force. Total strength of the team
during 2010-11:

Since Suzlon Foundation is not engaged in any manufacturing activity
but in corporate social responsibility activities, the most significant
impact it has on the environment is through the GHG emissions from
the travel and commuting of its employees – mostly air travel of three
senior management members. Since the team is small and stretched
to accomplish many things in short period, air travel becomes
inevitable.

On roll employees

:

9

Employee travel - monthly average

Associate Company

:

4

On contract

:

8

Interns

:

6

Total

:
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Team

Out of the above 14 were male and 13 were female employees. The
age-wise distribution is:
Between 20-35

:

17 Nos.

Between 36-50

:

6 Nos.

Above 50

:

4 Nos.

Region-wise distribution is:
Corporate Office, Pune

:

13 Nos.

Rajasthan

:

6 Nos.

Maharashtra

:

1 No.

Tamil Nadu
(including Coimbatore SEZ)

:

1 No.

Karnataka
(including Padubidri SEZ)

:

2 Nos.

Pondicherry

:

2 Nos.

Daman

:

1 No.

Gujarat
(including Waghodia SEZ)

:

1 No.

Madhya Pradesh

:

NA

Distance (in km) by:

2010-11

2009-10

International travel by air
Domestic Travel by air
2-wheeler

:

131

200

3-wheeler

:

67

75

4-wheeler

:

404

580

Bus

:

519

440

Train

:

549

840

Total emissions by air
for the year

:

16.2 CO2e 16.4 CO2e

Total emissions by employee :
commuting and other travel
for the year

74.52 CO2e 70.7 CO2e

Our emissions for other than air travel though in total have increased
fractionally; have come down per person from 311 kg to 230 kg per
month. Thus, the total emissions (230 kg x 12 months x 27
employees) are 74.52 CO2e. We have been able to control the travel
by reducing the overall budget and capping the opex percentage to
total budget to 15% including salaries of the staff.
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Suzlon Foundation has a partnership approach and works with many agencies for the implementation of CSR programs. It has a very stringent
procedure for selection of partners and only agencies with highest credibility are selected as partners. Since most of these are NGOs, they are
proponents of upholding human rights and thus, we do not find it necessary to have a separate mechanism to check whether there are any
human rights violations. We do not work with suppliers as such as we are not in manufacturing sector or in conventional service sector.
Suzlon Foundation’s Board of Directors consists of three members: Mrs. Gita Tanti, Mr. Ranjitsinh Parmar and Mr. Harish Mehta. The board
however does not look actively in to its operations and does not regularly meet and there are no mechanisms for feedback to the Board. The
governance of operations is left to the Suzlon Foundation Head i.e. Ms. Seemantinee Khot. Its Executive Director Mr. Girish Tanti left office
during the course of the year. None of the board members are in the Executive Body.
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OUR OUTREACH AND FINANCIALS
Villages

Locations
900

60
48

50

53

53

846

800
700
600

40
30

408

500

10

353

400

5

300

20

200

10

100

0

0

2006-07

Human
Capital
4%

2007-08

Physical
Capital
15%

2008-09

Proactive
CSR
1%

2009-10

2010-11

Transformative
CSR
2%

Financial Capital
43%

Social Capital
17%
Natural Capital
18%

100
25

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

Budget Utilization
In the FY 2010-11, Suzlon Foundation received Rs. 6.40 Crores from
parent company SEL, its subsidiaries, and other promoter
companies.
Besides the Suzlon funds, financial resources leveraged from
Government and other sources were worth Rs. 2.80 Crores, which
was 53.56% of CSR programs costs. Additionally, Suzlon employees
contributed Rs. 28 lakhs towards various philanthropic programs,
such as running a complimentary school, river cleaning drives,
support to orphanages and blind people’s homes etc. Besides, there
are over a 100 champions across different functions, who give
substantial time for CSR activities. In the Global Headquarters of
Suzlon in Pune, 191 Suzlonians have regularly volunteered, and there
are over 500 more employees across various locations in India who
have volunteered time and given in kind contribution to CSR
programs.
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FORM NO. 10B
[See Rule 17B]
Audit Report under section 12A (b) of the Income-tax Act, 1961 in the case of charitable or religious trusts or institutions
I have examined the balance sheet of Suzlon Foundation as at March 31, 2011 and the Income and Expenditure Account for the year ended
on that date which are in agreement with the books of account maintained by the said trust or institution.
I have obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of my knowledge and belief were necessary for the purposes of the
audit. In my opinion, proper books of account have been kept by the head office and the branches of the above-named trust visited by me so
far as appears from my examination of the books, and proper returns adequate for the purposes of audit have been received from branches
not visited by me, subject to the comments given below:
In my opinion and to the best of my information, and according to information given to me the said accounts give a true and fair view: i.

in the case of the balance sheet of the state of affairs of the above-named section 25 company as at March 31, 2011 and

ii.

in the case of the income and expenditure account, of the surplus or deficit of its accounting year ending as on March 31, 2011.

The prescribed particulars are annexed hereto.
For SNK & Co.,
F.R.No. 109176W
Chartered Accountants

Place : Ahmedabad
Date :

Jasmin B. Shah
M.No. 46238
Partner
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ANNEXURE
STATEMENT OF PARTICULARS
I.

Application of income for charitable or religious purposes.

1.

Amount of income of the previous year applied to charitable or religious purposes in India during that
year.

64,811,168

2.

Whether the trust/institution* has exercised the option under clause (2) of the Explanation to section
11 (1)? If so, the details of the amount of income deemed to have been applied to charitable or
religious purposes in India during the previous year.

NIL

3.

Amount of income accumulated or set apart*/finally set apart for application to charitable or
religious purposes, to the extent it does not exceed 15 per cent of the income derived from property
held under trust wholly*/in part only for such purposes.

9,721,675

4.

Amount of income eligible for exemption under section 11(1)© [Give details]

NIL

5.

Amount of income, in addition to the amount referred to in item 3 above, accumulated or set apart for
specified purposes under section 11(2)

NIL

6.

Whether the amount of income mentioned in item 5 above has been invested or deposited in the
manner laid down in section 11(2)(b)? If so, the details thereof.

NIL

7.

Whether any part of the income in respect of which an option was exercised under clause (2) of the
Explanation to section 11(1) in any earlier year is deemed to be income of the previous year under
section 11(1B)? If so, the details thereof.

NIL

8.

Whether, during the previous year, any part of income accumulated or set apart for specified
purposes under section 11(2) in any earlier year :-

NIL

a.

has been applied for purposes other than charitable or religious purposes or has ceased to be
accumulated or set apart for application thereto, or

NIL

b.

has ceased to remain invested in any security referred to in section 11(2)(b)(I) or deposited in
any account referred to in section 11(2)(b)(ii) or section 11(2) (b) (iii), or

NIL

c.

has not been utilised for purpose for which it was accumulated or set apart during the period
for which it was to be accumulated or set apart, or in the year immediately following the expiry
thereof? If so, the details thereof

NIL
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II.

Application or use of Income or property for the benefit of persons referred to in section 13 [3].

1.

Whether any part of the income or property of the *trust/institution was lent, or continues to be lent,
in the previous year to any person referred to in section 13(3) [hereinafter referred to in this Annexure
as such person]? If so, give details of the a

No

2.

Whether any land, building or other property of the *trust/institution was made, or continued to be
made, available for the use of any such person during the previous year ? If so, give details of the
property and the amount of rent or compensation charge

No

3.

Whether any payment was made to any such person during the previous year by way of salary
allowance or otherwise? If so, give details.

No

4.

Whether the services of the *trust/institution were made available to any such person during the
previous year? If so, give details thereof together with remuneration or compensation received, if
any.

No

5.

Whether any share, security, or other property was purchased by or on behalf of the
*trust/institution during the previous year from any such person? If so, give details thereof together
with the consideration paid.

No

6.

Whether any share, security, or other property was sold by or on behalf of the *trust/institution
during the previous year to any such person? If so, give details thereof together with the
consideration received.

No

7.

Whether any income or property of the *trust/institution was diverted during the previous year in
favour of any such person? If so, give details thereof together with the amount of income or value of
property so diverted.

No

8.

Whether the income or property of the *trust/institution was used or applied during the previous
year for the benefit of any such person in any other manner? If so, give details.

No

*Strike out whichever is not applicable
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III.

Investment held at any time during the previous year(s) in concerns in which persons referred to in section 13(3) have a substantial
interest.

Sr.
No.

Name and address of
the concern

Where the concern is a
company No. and class of
shares held

Nominal value of the
investment

Income from the
investment

Whether the amount in
Col. 4 exceeded 5% of
the capital of the
concern during the
previous year

1

2

3

4

5

6

For SNK & Co.,
F.R.No. 109176W
Chartered Accountants

Place : Ahmedabad
Date :

Jasmin B. Shah
M.No. 46238
Partner
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AUDITORS' REPORT

1.

We have audited the attached Balance Sheet of SUZLON FOUNDATION, as at 31st March 2011 and the Income and Expenditure Account
of the Company for the period ended on that date, annexed thereto. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

2.

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in India. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosure in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

3.

The Companies (Auditor's Report) Order, 2003 will not be applicable to this company as the company is licensed to operate under
section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956.

4.

Further we hereby report that:
(i)

We have obtained all the information and explanations, which, to the best of our knowledge and belief were necessary for the
purposes of our audit;

(ii)

In our opinion, proper books of account as required by law have been kept by the Company so far as appears from our
examination of those books;

(iii)

The Balance Sheet and the Income and Expenditure Account dealt with by this report are in agreement with the books of account;

(iv)

In our opinion, the Balance Sheet and the income and expenditure account dealt with by this report comply with the Accounting
Standards referred to in sub-section (3C) of Section 211 of The Companies Act, 1956;

(v)

On the basis of written representations received from the directors and taken on record by the Board of Directors, we report that
none of the directors is disqualified as on 31st March, 2011 from being appointed as a director in terms of clause (g) of sub-section
(1) of Section 274 of the Companies Act, 1956;

(vi)

In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanations given to us, the said accounts give the
information required by The Companies Act, 1956, in the manner so required and give a true and fair view in conformity with the
accounting principles generally accepted in India:
a.
b.

In the case of the Balance Sheet, of the state of affairs of the Company as at 31st March, 2011 and
In the case of the Income and Expenditure Account, of the excess of Expenditure over Income for the year ended on that
date.
For SNK & Co.,
F.R.No. 109176W
Chartered Accountants

Place : Ahmedabad
Date :

Jasmin B. Shah
M.No. 46238
Partner
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
(A Company Limited by Shares under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956)
BALANCE SHEET AS AT MARCH 31, 2011
PARTICULARS

Schedule

As at
March 31, 2011

As at
March 31, 2010

1,000,000
4,558,098

1,000,000
8,951,152

5,558,098

9,951,152

293,064
277,562

293,064
160,337

15,502

132,727

4,253,404
8,971,565

5,179,247
11,088,271

13,224,970

16,267,517

7,682,374

6,449,093

NET CURRENT ASSETS

5,542,596

9,818,424

TOTAL

5,558,098

9,951,151

SOURCES OF FUNDS
SHAREHOLDERS' FUNDS
Share Capital
Reserve and Surplus

1
2

TOTAL
APPLICATION OF FUNDS
FIXED ASSETS
Gross Block
Less : Depreciation

3

Net block
CURRENT ASSETS, LOANS & ADVANCES
Cash and bank balances
Loans and advances

4
5

Less : Current liabilities

6

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

10

The schedules referred to above form an integral part of the Balance Sheet

As per report attached

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

For SNK & Co.,
F.R.No. 109176W
Chartered Accountants

Harish H. Mehta
Director

Jasmin B. Shah
Partner, M.No. 46238

Ranjitsinh A. Parmar
Director

Place : Pune
Date : 16.08.2011

Place : Pune
Date : 16.08.2011
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
(A Company Limited by Shares under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956)
INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2011
PARTICULARS

Schedule

As at
March 31, 2011

As at
March 31, 2010

Donation received
Other income
Interest income

64,734,252
54,220
22,696

61,961,427
103,100

TOTAL

64,811,168

62,064,527

54,259,054
2,633,525
12,188,025
6,393
117,226

50,471,953
3,922,250
9,673,911
13,422
83,385

TOTAL

69,204,223

64,164,921

Excess of Income over Exenditure

(4,393,055)

(2,100,395)

Income & Expenditure account balance brought forward

8,951,152

11,051,547

Income & Expenditure account balance carried to Balance Sheet

4,558,098

8,951,152

INCOME

EXPENDITURE
Operating expenses
Administrative expenses
Employees' remuneration and benefits
Bank charges
Depreciation

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS

7
8
9
3

10

The schedules referred to above form an integral part of the Balance Sheet
This is the Income and Expenditure account referred to in our report of even date.

As per report attached

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

For SNK & Co.,
F.R.No. 109176W
Chartered Accountants

Harish H. Mehta
Director

Jasmin B. Shah
Partner, M.No. 46238

Ranjitsinh A. Parmar
Director

Place : Pune
Date : 16.08.2011

Place : Pune
Date : 16.08.2011
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
(A Company Limited by Shares under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956)
SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE BALANCE SHEET AS AT MARCH 31, 2011
PARTICULARS

As at
March 31, 2011

As at
March 31, 2010

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

4,558,098

8,951,152

4,558,098

8,951,152

Schedule - 1 : Share Capital
Authorised
1,00,000 (1,00,000) Equity shares of Rs. 10 each

Issued, Subscribed
Equity
1,00,000 (1,00,000) Equity shares of Rs. 10 each fully paid up

Schedule - 2 : Reserves and Surplus
Profit and Loss account

(This space is kept intentionally blank)

SUZLON FOUNDATION
BALANCE SHEET SCHEDULES TO THE ACCOUNTS
SCHEDULE - 3 : Fixed Assets
Particulars

As at
April 1, 2010

Addition

As at March
31, 2011

As at April
1, 2010

Depreciation
for the year

As at March
31, 2011

As at March
31, 2011

As at March
31, 2010

Computers

293,064

-

293,064

160,337

117,226

277,562

15,502

132,727

TOTAL

293,064

-

293,064

160,337

117,226

277,562

15,502

132,727

Previous
year

245,744

47,320

293,064

-

-

160,337

132,727

168,793
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
(A Company Limited by Shares under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956)
SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE BALANCE SHEET AS AT MARCH 31, 2011
PARTICULARS

As at
March 31, 2011

As at
March 31, 2010

3,637

-

3,838,048
411,720

4,789,551
389,696

4,253,404

5,179,247

8,746,693
218,757
5,117
1,000

10,844,071
216,487
6,713
21,000

8,971,565

11,088,271

7,208,120
474,254

6,144,086
305,008

7,682,374

6,449,093

Schedule - 4 : Cash & Bank balances
Cash on hand
Balance with schedule bank:
In current account
In fixed deposit account

Schedule - 5 : Loans & Advances
Advances recoverable in cash or kind or for value to be received
- Considered good
Advance income tax & tax deducted at source
Interest accured on fixed deposit
Deposit

Schedule - 6 : Current Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Sundry creditors
Book overdraft
Other liabilities
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
(A Company Limited by Shares under Section 25 of the Companies Act, 1956)
SCHEDULES FORMING PART OF THE INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2011
PARTICULARS

As at
March 31, 2011

As at
March 31, 2010

2,955,048
12,897,959
18,952,585
11,516,926
6,566,077
560,180
595,279
215,000

3,748,314
6,337,359
18,577,142
12,529,095
8,469,837
810,206

54,259,054

50,471,953

11,030
34,700
1,550,312
151,745
9,026
130,302
470,433
275,977

11,030
24,000
1,902,419
138,153
137,352
637,817
(115,186)
1,186,665

2,633,525

3,922,250

11,262,514
163,301
237,494
524,716
-

9,157,843
24,300
99,207
392,561
-

12,188,025

9,673,911

Schedule - 7 : Operating Expenses
Educational
Health & medical relief
Livelihood
Civic amenities
Environment
Transformative
Proactive
Other charitable expenses

Schedule - 8 : Administrative Expenses
Auditors remuneration
Rent
Travelling and conveyance expenses
Communication expenses
Printing and stationery
Legal and professional charges
Foreign Exchange difference, net
Business promotion expenses
Miscellaneous expenses

Schedule - 9 : Employees' Remuneration and Benefits
Salaries, wages, allowances and bonus
Insurance
Contribution to gratuity
Contribution to provident and other funds
Staff welfare expenses
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SUZLON FOUNDATION
SCHEDULE 10 : Significant Accounting Policies and Notes to accounts
1.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Suzlon Foundation (‘Suzlon Foundation’ or ‘the Company') was incorporated under section 25 of the companies act 1956 on 27th
December, 2007.
The Company is established with the object of carrying out welfare and charitable activities in relating to rehabilitation, health and
medical, hygiene, nutrition, education, civic amenities, infrastructure, livelihood skills, climate changes and global warming resolution
initiatives.

2.

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
a)

Basis of accounting
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention, on accrual basis of accounting to comply in all
material respects, with the mandatory accounting standards as notified by the Companies (Accounting Standards) Rules, 2006
(‘The Rules’) and in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in India (‘Indian GAAP’) as applicable, and the
relevant provisions of the Companies Act, 1956 (‘the Act’). The accounting policies have been consistently applied by the
Company; and the accounting policies not referred to otherwise, are in conformity with the Indian GAAP.

b)

Use of Estimates
The presentation of financial statement in conformity with the generally accepted accounting principles requires estimates and
assumptions to be made that may affect the reported amount of assets and liabilities and disclosures relating to contingent
liabilities as at the date of the financial statements and the reported amount of revenues and expenses during the reporting
period. Actual results could differ with those estimates.

c)

Revenue Recognition
Donations are recognised as income as and when it is received by the company. The interest income is recognised in books on
accrual basis of accounting.

d)

Fixed Assets
Fixed assets are stated at cost, less accumulated depreciation. Cost includes all expenditure necessary to bring the asset to its
working condition for its intended use.

e)

Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on the written down value method (WDV), unless otherwise stated, pro-rata to the period of use of
assets and is based on management’s estimate of useful lives of the fixed assets or intangible assets or rates specified in schedule
XIV to the Act, whichever is higher :

f)

Type of Assets

Rate

Computers

40%

Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are normally recorded at the exchange rate prevailing on the date on which the transaction
occurred.
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Exchange differences arising as a result of the above are recognised as income or expense in the Profit and Loss Account, including
the amount of liabilities incurred for acquiring imported fixed assets, where the differences are also charged to Profit and Loss
account in compliance with the Accounting Standard as issued by Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.
g)

Employee benefits
Retirement benefits to employees comprise of Provident fund, gratuity and leave encashment under the schemes of the
company.
Defined contributions to provident fund are charged to profit and loss account of the year when the contributions to the
respective funds are due. There are no other obligations other than contribution payable to the respective statutory authorities.
The Company has taken a Group Gratuity cum Life Assurance Policy from Life Insurance Corporation of India. The yearly
contribution as determined by the LIC on actuarial basis under this policy / scheme has been paid during the Financial Year and
debited the same to Profit & Loss Account.
Leave encashment is accounted on actual payment basis.

h)

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets
A provision is recognised when the Company has a present obligation as a result of past events and it is probable that an outflow
of resources will be required to settle the obligation, in respect of which a reliable estimate can be made. Provisions are not
discounted to their present value and are determined based on best estimate required to settle the obligation at the balance
sheet date. These are reviewed at each balance sheet date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimates.

i)

Income Tax
Provision for income tax, fringe benefit tax and deferred tax has not been made in accounts, as the company has been recognised
and registered under section 2(15) and section 12-AA of the Income Tax Act,1961.

3.

Additional information pursuant to the provisions of paragraphs 3, 4B, 4C, 4D of part II of the Schedule VI of the Companies Act, 1956 not
applicable to the company.

4.

Prior year amounts have been reclassified wherever necessary to confirm with current year presentation. Figures in the brackets are in
respect of the previous year.

As per report attached

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors

For SNK & Co.,
F.R.No. 109176W
Chartered Accountants

Harish H. Mehta
Director

Jasmin B. Shah
Partner, M.No. 46238

Ranjitsinh A. Parmar
Director

Place : Pune
Date : 16.08.2011

Place : Pune
Date : 16.08.2011
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FOCUS FOR 2011-12
Internally, Suzlon Foundation will further increase its emphasis on
CSR integration in all the Business Units in 2011-12. The Foundation
will facilitate the integration of triple bottom line perspective in all
major functions. Increasing employee involvement in CSR will be a
priority in the coming year.
Externally, Suzlon Foundation will strengthen existing partnerships
at the grassroots levels which includes partnerships with the
communities, who are proactively involved in initiatives for constant
development with the government for schemes which have
complimented our programs by facilitating better returns and with
NGOs who have worked closely with the communities. Suzlon
Foundation will also look at building new long-term partnerships for
sustainable projects at new locations like Karnataka and Andhra
Pradesh, and new sites at existing locations.

At the community level, efforts will be made to build financial
sustainability of community based organisations through strategic
inputs for revenue sources, institution building and leveraging
government schemes. For this it will be important to strengthen
local leadership in communities to facilitate democratic decision
making and developing an approach engaging and benefitting all
sections of community. Highest priority will be given to livelihood
enhancement projects, so that standard of living of socioeconomically disadvantaged families significantly improves.
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GRI PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
GRI performance indicators
The page number on which the relevant information relating to a
particular indicator in addition to the given below can be found in the
report is indicated below each indicator title. Those who want more
details can refer to the referred page of the annual report.
EC1 - Direct economic value generated and distributed, including
revenues, operating costs, employee compensation, donations and
other community investments, retained earnings, and payments to
capital providers and governments
Page No. 33

EN30 - Total environmental protection expenditures and
investments by type
Our program utilization chart explains the expenditure incurred
under enhancement of natural capital. However, all our programs
have cross cutting themes and in fact contribute to the protection of
the environment.
LA1 - Total workforce by employment type, employment contract,
and region
Page No. 29

EC2 - Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for
the organization’s activities due to climate change

LA13 - Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of
employees per category according to gender, age group, minority
group membership, and other indicators of diversity

Page No. 31

Page Nos. 29 and 30

EN29 – Significant environmental impacts of transporting products
and other goods and materials used for the organization’s
operations, and transporting members of the workforce

HR2 - Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have
undergone screening on human rights and actions taken

Page No. 29
Calculations are based on the ‘Greenhouse Gas Protocol’ transport
tool, as advised by the GRI guidelines.
EN18 - Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
reductions achieved
Since Suzlon Foundation is neither in manufacturing nor in service
sector, we have included under this indicators the activities that we
conduct for increasing awareness for climate change. In fact, all our
programs like IABLP or hygiene-sanitation or soil and water
conservation address climate change issue at micro level.These are
explained in the course of the report wherever relevant.

Page No. 30
We have considered the NGO partners we work with as our suppliers.
At the partner selection time itself, they go through a stringent
evaluation. Also, our CSR Managers are continually visiting the
partners and are aware of the staffing patterns. So far, we have not
found any cases of human rights violation.
SO1 - Nature, scope, and effectiveness of any programs and
practices that assess and manage the impacts of operations on
communities, including entering, operating, and exiting
The basis of our CSR is offsetting the negative impact of our (Suzlon)
business. Hence, all our programs are designed in a way to address
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these issues. The programs have been explained in the course of the
report.
PR5 - Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of
surveys measuring customer satisfaction

NGO3 – System for program monitoring, evaluation and learning
(including measuring program effectiveness and impact), resulting
changes to programs, and how they are communicated
Already explained above.

Page No. 21 to 25 and 28
360 degree review of our prohects is one of the mechanisms to
assess the satisfaction level of our stakeholder. Another is
stakeholder survey.
NGO1 – Processes for involvement of affected stakeholder groups
in the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of
policies and programs
Page No. 28
Our process of review (360 degree) ensures that we look at the
success of our projects from all angles. This includes inclusion of
various stakeholders such as govt. Representatives, other
institutions, other corporate CSR representatives, Suzlon Business
Unit representatives, etc. In the review. They are offically invited to
the review and field visit to project areas. They are then asked to rate
the project. The ratings are then averaged to find our how we have
performed on each project.
Another important stakeholder is Suzlon employees. One of the key
result areas in the performance assessment of CSR managers is the
number of employees engaged in CSR activities and number of hours
of engagment.Thus, we place a very high importance on engaging
with the employees.
NGO2 – Mechanisms for feedback and complaints in relation to
programs and policies and for determining actions to take in
response to breaches in policies
We continually engage with our stakeholders. Hence, there is ample
opportunity for them to voice their unhapiness if any to us. We
encourage criticism and improvise programs as per the dynamic
needs of the business and communities. At community level, there
are engagements with CBOs and Gram Panchayats, at business level,
there is participation in the managment reviews. Thus, we get
feedback from communities, business representatives, the CSR
managers in locations and NGO partners and their field staff. The
NGOs can also voice their issues in the quarterly reports and monthly
interactions with the CSR Managers.

NGO4 – Measures to integrate gender and diversity into the
program design and implementation, and the monitoring,
evaluation, and learning cycle
We work with the poorest of poor and the marginalized families
affected by our business. We work through CBOs and ensure that
there is equal participation from women. Though we do not have an
official policy, gender is the underlying theme in all our programs. As
we are working with more than 1000 women self-help groups, this is
amply demonstrated.
NGO5 – Processes to formulate, communicate, implement, and
change advocacy positions and public awareness campaigns
Suzlon Foundation is apolitical organization and does not engage in
any advocacy actively. Though Suzlon Foundation Head, Ms Khot is
invited to participate in many forums and may voice her opinions,
offically Suzlon Foundation does not get involved in advocacy.

GRI standard disclosures
1.1 Statement from the most senior decision maker of the
organization about the relevance of sustainability to the
organization and its strategy.
Page No. 1
2.1 Name of the organization
Suzlon Foundation
2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services
Page 3
2.3 Operational structure of the organization, including main
divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint
ventures
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Suzlon Foundation does not have any subsidiaries. It has
partners for implementation of projects. The details are given
in the annexure at the end of this report.
2.4 Location of organization’s headquarters

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)
Annual
3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its
contents.

Page 4
Suzlon One Earth, Pune, Maharashtra, India
2.5 Number of countries where the organization operates
Suzlon Foundation operates only in India.
2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form
Page 4
2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors
served, and types of customers/beneficiaries)
Page 4
2.8 Scale of the reporting organization.
Suzlon Foundation had 27 team members (including interns)
during the period.
Financial details can be found on page Nos. 32 through 44
2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size,
structure, or ownership.
There were no significant changes during the period.
2.10 Awards received in the reporting period
Page 2
3.1 Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information
provided
Financial year April 2010 to March 2011
3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any)
Year 2009-10 report published in October 2010

•

Send an e-mail to csr@suzlon.com

•

Call Suzlon One Earth at +91 (0)20 40122000 and ask for
Suzlon Foundation

•

Send mail to
Suzlon Foundation
Sun Lounge, 0 level, right wing
Suzlon One Earth
Opposite Magarpatta City
Hadapsar, Pune-411028
India

3.5 Process for defining report content
The processes for determining materiality and identifying
stakeholders are discussed on page 6.
3.6 Boundary of the report
Page 2
3.7 State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the
report
Page 2
3.8 Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased
facilities, outsourced operations, and other entities that can
significantly affect comparability from period to period
and/or between organizations
Standalone company; operates only in India.
3.10 Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information
provided in earlier reports, and the reasons for such restatement (e.g., mergers/ acquisitions, change of base
years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods).
No restatements
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3.11 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report.
No changes
3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report.
This table can be found in Annexure 1.
4.1 Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks,
such as setting strategy or organizational oversight.
Page No.30
4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer (and, if so, their function within the
organization’s management and the reasons for this arrangement).
Page No. 30
4.3 For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number of members of the highest governance body that are
independent and/or non-executive members.
Page No. 30
4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest governance body.
Since the board has been inactive, no mechanisms or structures for employee or stakeholder feedback to the board have been
developed. All matters related to how Suzlon Foundation is run are handled by senior management.
4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization
Page No. 6
4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.
See first page of this section.

GRI
Checked

B

B+

A

A+

Report Externally Assured

Optional

Third Party
Checked

C+

Report Externally Assured

Self
Declared

C

Report Externally Assured

Mandatory

2002
In Accordance

Annex 1.
Table of outreach programs running
during 2010-2011
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Sr.
No.

State

Location

Thematic
Area

Project description

Partner

1

Maharashtra

Dhule

Livelihood

SHG

Chaitanya

2

Maharashtra

Dhule

NRM*

SWC

Gayatri

3

Maharashtra

Nandurbar

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

4

Maharashtra

Nandurbar

Livelihood

SHG

Chaitanya

5

Maharashtra

Nandurbar

NRM

SWC

Gayatri

6

Maharashtra

Sangli

Livelihood

SHG

Chaitanya

7

Maharashtra

Sangli

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

8

Maharashtra

Sangli

Health

PAHCHAN

PCI & Yerala Projects

9

Maharashtra

Gudhe Panch

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

10

Maharashtra

Sadawaghapur

Livelihood

SHG

Chaitanya

11

Maharashtra

Sadawaghapur

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

12

Maharashtra

Sinnar

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

13

Maharashtra

Sinnar

Livelihood

SHG

Chaitanya

14

Maharashtra

Sinnar

Education

SUGYAN

Direct

15

Maharashtra

Sinnar

Health

PAHCHAN

PCI

16

Maharashtra

Supa

Education

SUGYAN

Direct

17

Maharashtra

Supa

Livelihood

SHG

Chaitanya

18

Maharashtra

Supa

NRM

SWC

GGP

19

Maharashtra

Supa

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

20

Maharashtra

SECL

Education

IBT

Vigyan Ashram

21

Maharashtra

Pune

Transformative

Samman

Impact Foundation

22

Maharashtra

Pune

Transformative

Pragati

Prof. Bapat Academy of English

23

Maharashtra

Pune

Proactive

Umang

Abhinav

24

Maharashtra

Pune

Proactive

River Cleaning

Direct

25

Gujarat

Patelka

Livelihood

SHG

GVT

26

Gujarat

Navedra

Livelihood

SHG

GVT

27

Gujarat

Bhagot

Livelihood

SHG

GVT

28

Gujarat

Baradia

Livelihood

SHG

GVT

29

Gujarat

Porbandar

Livelihood

SHG

GVT

30

Gujarat

Bhuj

Civic Amenities

Drinking Water

Sahjeevan
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Sr.
No.

State

Location

Thematic
Area

Project description

Partner

31

Gujarat

Bhuj

Livelihood

Microenetrprises

BPA

32

Gujarat

All Gujarat

Proactive

Climate change

Direct

33

Gujarat

SECL

Livelihood

Handmade Hope

Yuva Unstoppable

34

Gujarat

SE Forge

Civic Amenities

Anandshala

CEE

35

Gujarat

SE Forge

Civic Amenities

Anandshala - Software (FCRA)

CEE

36

Gujarat

SE Forge

Livelihood

Dilse

IGSSS

37

Gujarat

SECL

Livelihood

Leather Craft

Khamir

38

Gujarat

SECL

Livelihood

Market Facilitation

Khamir

39

Daman

SWIL

Transformative

Employee Involvement

Direct

40

Daman

SEEL

Livelihood

SHG

NYK

41

Rajasthan

Jaisalmer

Civic Amenities

Solar

Direct

42

Rajasthan

Jaisalmer

Livelihood

SRIJAN

CECOEDECON

43

Rajasthan

Jaisalmer

Civic Amenities

Community Wind Mill

Direct

44

Rajasthan

Jaisalmer

Civic Amenities

Grain / Seed / Fodder bank

Direct

45

Rajasthan

RKB

Civic Amenities

Solar

Direct

46

Rajasthan

RKB

Livelihood

Animal health care

Direct

47

Rajasthan

RKB

Livelihood

Vikalp

GRAVIS

48

Rajasthan

RKB

Livelihood

Tree Plantation

Direct

49

Rajasthan

RKB

Civic Amenities

Grain / Seed / Fodder bank

Direct

50

Rajasthan

Osiya

Livelihood

Vikalp

GRAVIS

51

Rajasthan

Osiya

Civic Amenities

Solar

Direct

52

Rajasthan

Osiya

Livelihood

Animal health care

Direct

53

Rajasthan

Osiya

Livelihood

Tree Plantation

Direct

54

Rajasthan

Osiya

Education

SUGYAN

Direct

55

Rajasthan

Osiya

Civic Amenities

Grain / Seed / Fodder bank

Direct

56

Rajasthan

Jaisalmer

Transformative

Employee Involvement

Direct

57

MP

Devas

Livelihood

SHG

Concept

58

MP

Devas

Civic Amenities

Jal Dhara

Concept

59

MP

Jaora, Ratlam

Education

Tara Akshar

Samarpan

60

MP

Jaora, Ratlam

NRM

NRM

BYPASS
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61

MP

Jaora, Ratlam

Livelihood

Dugdh - Dhara

Samarpan

62

MP

All MP

Proactive

Climate change

Direct

63

Tamilnadu

TNI-Sankeneri

Health

PEHCHAN II

PCI & Salvation Armay

64

Tamilnadu

TNI-Sankeneri

NRM

Project Green Hands I

ISHA

65

Tamilnadu

Sankaneri

Transformative

Conjunctive land use

Direct

66

Tamilnadu

KK-Devarkulam

Transformative

IABLP - Phase II

Direct

67

Tamilnadu

Sankaneri

Transformative

Conjunctive land use

Direct

68

Tamilnadu

Sankaneri

Transformative

IABLP - Phase II

Direct

69

Tamilnadu

Sankaneri

NRM

Solid Waste Mgmt

Ekoventure

70

Tamilnadu

Sankaneri

Livelihood

Improved Agriculture

Ekoventure

71

Tamilnadu

KK-Devarkulam

NRM

Project Green Hands I

ISHA

72

Tamilnadu

Cbe -Palladam

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI

73

Tamilnadu

Cbe -Palladam

NRM

Project Green Hands I

ISHA

74

Tamilnadu

Coimbatore

Civic Amenities

Solid Waste Mgmt

Ekoventure

75

Tamilnadu

Cbe -Palladam

Transformative

Employee Involvement

Direct

76

Tamilnadu

All Tamilnadu

Proactive

Climate change

Direct

77

Tamilnadu

SEL

NRM

Project Green Hands I

ISHA

78

Tamilnadu

SEEL

Health

HELP - Health

PCI

79

Tamilnadu

SEEL

NRM

Climate Change Mitigation
through tree Plantation

Isha Outrech

80

Tamilnadu

SGL

Transformative

Employee Involvement

Direct

81

Pondicherry

SWIL

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI

82

Pondicherry

NRM

Project Green Hands I

ISHA

83

Pondicherry

SECL

Civic Amenities

Water & Sanitation

GREDS

84

Pondicherry

SECL

Civic Amenities

Solid Waste Mgmt

Ekoventure

85

Pondicherry

SECL

Proactive

Climate change

Direct

86

Pondicherry

SGL

Transformative

Inner Engineering

ISHA

87

Pondicherry

SWIL

Transformative

Employee Involvement

Direct

88

Karnataka

Bellary

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI & BIRDS

89

Karnataka

Bellary

Livelihood

KAR-YOGI

NEEDS

90

Karnataka

Chitradurga

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI & BIRDS
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91

Karnataka

Davanagere

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI & BIRDS

92

Karnataka

Gadag

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI & BIRDS

93

Karnataka

Hassan

Health

PEHCHAN

PCI & BIRDS

94

Karnataka

Haveri

Livelihood

KAR-YOGI

NEEDS

95

Karnataka

Koppal

Livelihood

KAR-YOGI

NEEDS

96

Karnataka

SWIL

NRM

Biodiversity

Direct

97

Karnataka

SECL

Health

Edde Aarogya

PSI

98

Karnataka

SECL

Transformative

Employee Involvement

Direct

*NRM - Natural Resource Management
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